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Inferring relatedness from genomic data is an essential component of genetic asso-
ciation studies, population genetics, forensics, and genealogy. Due to the random
nature of Mendelian inheritance, variance in the amount of the genome shared iden-
tically between two individuals of a certain degree of relatedness can be high, making
relatedness inference difficult. While numerous methods exist for performing such
inference, thorough evaluation of these methods in real data has been lacking. We
assessed 11 state-of-the-art relatedness inference methods using a dataset with 2,485
individuals contained in several large pedigrees that span up to six generations.
Overall, the methods have high accuracy (93%-99%) when reporting first and second
degree relationships, but less than 60% accuracy for fifth degree relationships. We
considered a composite method built off the three methods with highest accuracy in
our analysis (ERSA 2.0, IBDseq, and Refined IBD) and applied it to the SAMAFS,
HapMap3, and Weill Cornell Qatari datasets, finding numerous unreported relation-
ships in all three datasets. Building on the insights from our analysis of methods,
we developed DRUID—Deep Relatedness Utilizing Identity by Descent—a method
that works by inferring the identical by descent (IBD) sharing profile of an ungeno-
typed ancestor of a set of close relatives. DRUID combines relatedness signals among
multiple samples to effectively remove one or more generations of distance between
a set of relatives, leading to substantial accuracy improvements compared to other
methods.
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CHAPTER 1
INFERRING GENETIC RELATEDNESS BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS
In 1990, the scientific community was excited to launch the Human Genome Project,
a 13 year endeavor to determine the DNA sequence of a human genome3. Shortly af-
ter its completion, many projects such as the International HapMap Project4 and the
1000 Genomes Project5 began, quickly revealing how improving technology could al-
low for the sequencing of thousands of individuals. Today, datasets easily contain just
as many, if not more, individuals, with the UK leading an endeavor to sequence the
genomes of 100,000 individuals (the 100,000 Genomes Project). The ever-decreasing
cost — both with respect to money and time — of sequencing means that we can
someday expect to see datasets with sample sizes in the millions.
Larger sample sizes open doors for new discoveries. In order to understand, char-
acterize, and better manage or even cure diseases, disease-causing genetic variants
must be discovered. However, these discoveries heavily depend on increasing the
amount and quality of genetic data available for analyses. The “Common Disease-
Rare Variant Hypothesis” speculates that some common diseases may be polygenic,
suggesting the genetic cause of that disease varies between individuals in the popu-
lation, with each of these genetic causes being rare within the population6. In order
to discover such rare variants with low penetrance as suggested by this hypothesis,
large numbers of samples must be analyzed. Though the strong drive to increase
sample sizes will lead to better characterization of disease, it comes with a price:
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the amount of data to be analyzed can easily become unwieldy7, and certain pieces
of information critical for proper interpretation of results such as close relatedness
between pairs of individuals can easily go misreported or unreported.
1.1 The Importance of Detecting Relatedness between Sam-
ples
The inference of relatedness has a wide application of topics: in genetic association
studies8–10, it is crucial to account for close relatives in order to avoid biased ge-
netic signals and spurious associations; in linkage analysis11–13, relationships must
be properly specified; in forensic genetics14–16, it is used as a tool to assist in de-
termining relatives of missing persons, victims of disasters, and criminals (such as
with ’familial searching’17); in population genetic analyses18–20, it is needed to ac-
count for or remove relatives to avoid bias. In genome-wide association studies in
particular, population structure (substantial differences in ancestry in a sample set,
possibly from groups of individuals sharing more recent ancestors than expected in
a random-mating population, that are reflected in the genomes of the individuals)
and cryptic relatedness (unreported close relatedness between sets of sampled indi-
viduals) alter the genome-wide distribution per-SNP p-values, inflating false-positive
associations if not accounted for21–24. The most common method used to account for
population structure is the inclusion of principal component (PC) information from
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principal components analysis (PCA) into the model of interest. This method con-
siders the top principal components to be continuous axes of variation which reflect
ancestry-based genetic variation in the dataset and corrects for those25. However,
if there exists a smaller number of otherwise unaccounted for related individuals in
the data, the top PCs may reflect familial relatedness rather than population struc-
ture26. Thus, the proper analysis of GWAS data hinges on researchers’ abilities to
detect and account for possible close relatives.
Even outside the scientific community, relatedness inference has grown popular: com-
panies such as 23andMe and AncestryDNA advertise their ability to find and report
relatives, allowing individuals from the general public to explore their ancestry and
genealogy. Further, marriage and inheritance laws are sometimes based on the degree
of relationship among family members. Both within and outside the realm of scien-
tific research, relatedness inference proves to be a necessity, especially in an age where
personalized medicine based on genetic studies is becoming more feasible27.
As more individuals are sampled, especially when they are sampled from the same
population, the probability of cryptic relatedness grows: it has been suggested that
random pairs of individuals in Europe are fairly likely to share a common ancestor
within the past 1,000 years28. Even in long-term studies that included extensive
quality control measures such as HapMap, unreported close relationships have been
found29, making it necessary for researchers to detect and account for possibly un-
reported close relatives in their data. Further, errors in reported relationships may
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exist1,29,30, reinforcing researchers’ need to check for close relatives, regardless of
whether reported relationships are available or not.
1.2 Relatedness Inference
In 1866, Mendel described what is now called Mendel’s first law: the descent of
DNA from one individual to his/her offspring31. This fundamental law of inher-
itance suggests that in a diploid individual, at each location in the genome, one
homologous copy of DNA is passed at random to the offspring gamete. This random
passing of DNA is the basis for relatedness inference as it provides a framework for
understanding how closely related two individuals are based on the DNA each one
inherited.
1.2.1 DNA Inheritance, Recombination, and Identity by De-
scent
Large segments of DNA are passed between generations, and these passed segments,
though broken up by recombination over time, can give insight to the proportion
of genome which is shared identical by descent (IBD) between two individuals, es-
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sentially giving insight into their shared ancestry32. IBD describes the case when
two or more individuals inherit a segment of DNA from the same recent common
ancestor. For example, we expect a parent-child pair to share 1/2 of their genomes
IBD since that parent, the recent common ancestor in this case, passes down 50% of
his/her genes to the child. Mathematically, IBD is the probability that we observe
a haplotype in one individual that is not independent of observing a haplotype in
another individual. However, any two individuals in a finite population are related
in that they necessarily share a common founding ancestor in the past. Therefore,
probabilities of IBD sharing are defined relative to a reference point some number of
generations in the past at which all ancestors are assumed to be unrelated.
IBD is the backbone to relatedness inference as it evidences similar ancestries between
individuals via their inherited DNA. Though we can describe expected amounts of
IBD sharing between pairs of individuals of certain relationship types, the proba-
bilistic nature of Mendelian inheritance and recombination during meiosis creates
large relative variance around these amounts15,33. This variance and the exponen-
tial decrease of proportion of genome shared IBD with each increase in degree of
relatedness make relatedness inference difficult. Though on average, more closely
related individuals are IBD across a larger portion of their genomes, the proportion
of genome shared IBD and the actual pedigree relationship can vary: as the number
of reproductive events which separate two individual increases, so does the number
of random transmissions from parents to children, creating greater variation in the
proportion of the genome that is inherited from the common ancestor.
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1.2.2 Identity by Descent
When inbreeding is ignored, there exists three classifications of IBD. If a pair of indi-
viduals shares both haplotype copies at a locus, and those each of those haplotypes
was inherited from the same common ancestor (with respect to a reference population
some number of generations in the past), we say that they share that locus IBD2;
if they share only one haplotype copy which was inherited from the same common
ancestor at the locus, we say they share that locus IBD1; if they share no haplotype
copy that was inherited from the same common ancestor at the locus, we say they
share that locus IBD0. For example, a parent is expected to be IBD1 with his/her
child at all regions of the genome as exactly one of the parent’s haplotypes is passed
to the child throughout the region. Differentiating between IBD0, IBD1, and IBD2
allows researchers to distinguish between different relationship types within a given
degree of relatedness, such as parent-child (E(proportion of genome shared IBD0)
= 0, E(proportion of genome shared IBD1) = 1, E(proportion of genome shared
IBD2) = 0) and siblings (E(proportion of genome shared IBD0) = 1
4
, E(proportion
of genome shared IBD1) = 1
2
, E(proportion of genome shared IBD2) = 1
4
).
In general, the inference of relatedness between individuals does not require distin-
guishing between maternal and paternal haplotypes — however, when attempting
to account for inbreeding, there are nine possible states of IBD sharing as shown
in Figure 1.1. For the standard case of no inbreeding, which is the focus of this
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thesis, there remain only three IBD-sharing configurations: ∆7, ∆8, and ∆9, called
Jacquard coefficients34, where
∑9
i=7 ∆i = 1. Here, ∆7 represents the probability
that at a random locus, the two individuals are IBD0, ∆8, the probability that the
two individuals are IBD1 at a random locus, and ∆9, the probability that the two
individuals are IBD2 at a random locus.
The task of inferring IBD regions and/or proportions of the genome shared IBD is not
trivial and requires either leveraging information from independent SNPs via their
allele frequencies or inferring haplotypes and using statistical or heuristic approaches
to determine whether two identical haplotype segments are IBD. Since IBD tracts
are broken up by recombination during meiosis, shorter IBD tracts are likely to arise
from a more distant ancestor and longer IBD tracts are likely to descend from a recent
ancestor. In practice, distinguishing IBD segments from chance sharing of haplotypes
involves analyzing the population frequency of the haplotype. A shared haplotype
with low population frequency provides evidence of more recent relatedness due to
its rarity. Thus, both the lengths of shared haplotypes and the frequency of shared
haplotypes in the population can be used to infer regions of IBD sharing.
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Figure 1.1: Jacquard coefficients and their relation to haplotype sharing between
two individuals. *In cases when no inbreeding is present, only ∆7,∆8, and∆9 are
possible, and these represent the probabilities of a locus being shared IBD2, IBD1,
and IBD0, respectively.
1.2.3 The Kinship Coefficient and Degree of Relatedness
Determining the probability of two individuals’ genotypes at a locus when their rela-
tionship is known is straightforward13,35–37, but the reverse—determining the proba-
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bility of a relationship when their genotypes are known—is much more difficult. For
example, given an individual s who is homozygous for an allele which has frequency
0.1 in the population, the probability that someone unrelated to s is also homozygous
for the same allele is simply 0.1×0.1 = 0.01, but the probability a sibling of s is also
homozygous for the same allele given s is homozygous is increased. This is due to
the additional information about the genotypes of the parents of s and hence about
that of the sibling through s’s genotype: because s is homozygous, the parents must
each be either heterozygous or homozygous for the allele, increasing the probability
that s’s sibling is homozygous for the allele. If we were not aware these two individ-
uals were siblings and we found they were both homozygous for the same allele, we
would be unable to say based off that single genotype whether the two individuals
are siblings since unrelated individuals can also be homozygous for the same allele.
By instead considering loci across the genome that are inferred to be IBD between
two individuals, we can attempt to estimate the level of relatedness between these
individuals. The kinship coefficient, φ, is a function of the genome-wide proportion
of IBD-sharing between a pair of individuals, i and j, that denotes the probability
that two randomly selected alleles at a locus are IBD for individuals i and j. It
can be conveniently calculated as φij =
p
(1)
ij
4
+
p
(2)
ij
2
, where p
(1)
ij and p
(2)
ij denote the
proportion of their genomes that individuals i, j share IBD1 and IBD2, respectively.
These p
(1)
ij and p
(2)
ij are simply the sum of the genetic lengths of the IBD1 and IBD2
segments, respectively, between samples i, j divided by the total genetic length of
the genome analyzed. (Note if i = j, then φii =
1
2
(1 + i) where fi is the kinship
coefficient between the parents of i which is equivalent to the inbreeding coefficient
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of individual i.)
The kinship coefficient is the same as the coefficient of coancestry defined by Se-
wall Wright in 192238. The estimated kinship coefficient can be used to determine
an inferred degree of relatedness, or a measure of relatedness between two indi-
viduals, based previously reported simulation-based ranges1 (see Table 1.1): for
example, first degree relatives include parent-child pairs and full-sibling pairs, and
second degree relatives include grandparent-grandchild pairs, avuncular (aunt/uncle
and niece/nephew) pairs, double-cousins, and half-siblings. Relatedness degrees are
based on expected proportion of genome shared IBD for a pair of individuals, hence
why parent-child pairs and sibling pairs are both considered first degree relation-
ships (expected proportion of genome shared IBD for these types equals 50%), why
avuncular pairs, grandparent-grandchild pairs, double-cousins, and half-siblings are
considered second degree relationships (expected proportion of genome shared IBD
for these types equals 25%), and so on. However, degrees of relatedness are only
defined for expected proportions of genomes shared IBD which take the values in 1
2x
for x ∈ {1, 2, 3...}, making some cases of relatedness not directly map to a degree of
relatedness. For example, three-quarter-siblings, or individuals who share one par-
ent in common and whose unshared parents have a mean coefficient of relatedness
of 50% (consistent with these parents being full-siblings), have a higher expected
kinship coefficient than half-siblings but a lower expected kinship coefficient than
full-siblings, meaning their level of relatedness falls between the first and second
degree classifications.
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Expected Accepted range for:
Relationship Degree # Meiosis IBD0 IBD1 IBD2 φ φ P(IBD=0)
Parent-child 1 1 0 1 0 1
22
( 1
23/2
, 1
21/2
] < 0.1
Full siblings (not MZ twin) 1 2 (×2) 1/4 1/2 1/4 1
22
( 1
23/2
, 1
21/2
] [0.1, 0.365)
Grandparent 2 2 1/2 1/2 0 1
23
( 1
25/2
, 1
23/2
] [0.365, 1− 1
23/2
)
Avuncular 2 3 (×2) 1/2 1/2 0 1
23
( 1
25/2
, 1
23/2
] [0.365, 1− 1
23/2
)
Double-cousins 2 4 (×4) 9/16 3/8 1/16 1
23
( 1
25/2
, 1
23/2
] [0.365, 1− 1
23/2
)
Half-sibling 2 2 1/2 1/2 0 1
23
( 1
25/2
, 1
23/2
] [0.365, 1− 1
23/2
)
First Cousin 3 4 (×2) 3/4 1/4 0 1
24
( 1
27/2
, 1
25/2
] [1− 1
23/2
, 1− 1
25/2
)
Double half-cousins 3 5 (×2) 23/32 7/32 1/64 1
24
( 1
27/2
, 1
25/2
] [1− 1
23/2
, 1− 1
25/2
)
Great-grandparent 3 3 3/4 1/4 0 1
24
( 1
27/2
, 1
25/2
] [1− 1
23/2
, 1− 1
25/2
)
Grand-avuncular 3 4 (×2) 3/4 1/4 0 1
24
( 1
27/2
, 1
25/2
] [1− 1
23/2
, 1− 1
25/2
)
Half-avuncular 3 4 3/4 1/4 0 1
24
( 1
27/2
, 1
25/2
] [1− 1
23/2
, 1− 1
25/2
)
First cousin once removed 4 5 (×2) 7/8 1/8 0 1
25
( 1
29/2
, 1
27/2
] [1− 1
25/2
, 1− 1
27/2
)
Great-great-grandparent 4 4 7/8 1/8 0 1
25
( 1
29/2
, 1
27/2
] [1− 1
25/2
, 1− 1
27/2
)
Great-grand-avuncular 4 5 (×2) 7/8 1/8 0 1
25
( 1
29/2
, 1
27/2
] [1− 1
25/2
, 1− 1
27/2
)
Half-grand-avuncular 4 5 7/8 1/8 0 1
25
( 1
29/2
, 1
27/2
] [1− 1
25/2
, 1− 1
27/2
)
First cousin twice removed 5 6 (×2) 15/16 1/16 0 1
26
( 1
211/2
, 1
29/2
] [1− 1
27/2
, 1− 1
29/2
)
Second cousin 5 6 (×2) 15/16 1/16 0 1
26
( 1
211/2
, 1
29/2
] [1− 1
27/2
, 1− 1
29/2
)
GGG-grandparent 5 5 15/16 1/16 0 1
26
( 1
211/2
, 1
29/2
] [1− 1
27/2
, 1− 1
29/2
)
Table 1.1: For a range of relationship types, the corresponding degree of relatedness
of the individuals; the number of meioses that separate them, with (×2) indicating
samples that are related along two lines of descent (such as full-siblings) that have the
listed meiotic distance on both lines; proportions of the genome that are expected to
be IBD0, IBD1, and IBD2 between the samples; and expected kinship coefficient φ.
For inferring a degree of relatedness from either a kinship coefficient or a proportion
of genome shared IBD0, the range of values that map to the given degree are listed
(these ranges taken from Manichaikul et al.1). The list does not include all possible
relationship types for the degrees of relatedness listed.
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1.2.4 Difficulties of Relatedness Inference
It has previously been shown via simulations of IBD-sharing amongst various relative
types that the credible interval for realized IBD of third degree relatives (e.g., first
cousins) overlaps that of fourth degree relatives (e.g., half-cousins)39,40; this trend of
overlap becomes more extreme for higher degrees, as well. Although the standard
deviation of the proportion of IBD shared decreases as two individuals become less
related, the coefficient of variation increases39,41, resulting in the overlapping dis-
tributions. This overlap complicates one’s ability to discriminate between different
degrees of relatedness.
Aside from overlapping distributions of IBD sharing for different degrees of related-
ness, SNP-based measures of genome similarity depend on the minor allele frequen-
cies (MAFs) of the SNP set, but these MAFs are generally estimated from the data
or a reference panel and are therefore dependent on the choice of SNP genotyping
technology and the quality control procedures applied to the data40. When MAFs
are estimated from the data and used in the estimation of relatedness, the inferred
level of relatedness can be biased downward40.
A further issue arises for allele frequency-based methods when allele frequencies are
estimated from the sample data as opposed to from the full population. Any two
individuals in a finite population are related in that they must share a common
12
ancestor. Pairs of individuals from the same population likely share a more recent
common ancestor than those from different populations, making them more closely
related than pairs of individuals between two populations even though this recent
common ancestor may be many generations back. Allele frequencies in different
subpopulations may therefore vary, possibly resulting in individuals within the same
subpopulation appearing more closely related than they truly are when more than
one subpopulation is included in the sample set.
1.3 Current Methods for Relatedness Inference
Methods for relatedness inference may attempt to distinguish between alternative
relationships or estimate the degree of relatedness between pairs of individuals. The
differentiation between alternative relationships can be done via likelihood ratios35.
The likelihood of a relationship R is
L(R) =
p∏
j=1
Pr(G1,j, G2,j|R) (1.1)
where p is the number of loci and Gi,j is the genotype of individual i at locus j. We
obtain the probability of genotypes given a relationship type by noting that
Pr(G1,j, G2,j|R) =
∑
z
Pr(G1,j, G2,j|z)× pi(z|R) (1.2)
where pi(z|R) is the probability of IBD state z at a locus, z ∈ {0, 1, 2} (assuming no
inbreeding).
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Many methods13,35–37 are motivated by such likelihood models. However, as the
number of independently segregating loci in the human genome is limited, this ap-
proach cannot extend far beyond inferring parent-offspring, sibling, and half-sibling
pairs32.
Methods for detecting recent ancestral relatedness between pairs of individuals gen-
erally make use of genome-wide IBD estimates or similar estimates to infer pairwise
relationships. Some of these methods are based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
and only consider a small number of relationship types13,42–44, whereas others may
utilize estimates of probability of genome shared IBD0, IBD1, or IBD2,45,46 or the
kinship coefficient (φ)1,47,48, also known as Wright’s coefficient of coancestry38, which
can be described as the probability that an allele selected randomly from one indi-
vidual and an allele selected randomly from the same autosomal locus of another
individual are IBD.
Allele frequency-based methods of relatedness inference offer the advantage of gen-
erally being more computationally efficient than methods that leverage or infer IBD
segments, making them convenient to apply in large datasets. However, they suf-
fer from challenges in allele frequency estimation as already noted (Section 1.2.4).
They further utilize less data and may not perform as well as IBD-based methods
(Section 2.1). IBD segment-based methods offer the advantage of not requiring al-
lele frequencies in the model, but have their own challenge: shorter IBD regions are
harder to infer, meaning distantly-related pairs of individuals will have little or no
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IBD detected40, possibly adversely impacting their accuracy.
In this thesis, we seek to understand state-of-the-art relatedness inference methods
and to improve upon these methods, particularly in the context of large datasets
that contain many close relatives. In Chapter 2, we provide a rigorous evaluation of
11 methods that can scale to large study sizes. In Chapter 3, we create a composite
method from the top-performing methods in Chapter 2 and apply it to three datasets.
Chapter 4 introduces our novel approach to the problem of inferring relatedness,
DRUID, which combines IBD signals across sets of close relatives to better infer
more distant relatedness. And finally, Chapter 5 provides concluding remarks.
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CHAPTER 2
COMPARISON AND AGGREGATION OF METHODS FOR
RELATEDNESS INFERENCE
Presented here is a rigorous evaluation of 11 state-of-the-art methods that can scale to
large study sizes, including seven that directly infer genome-wide relatedness mea-
sures1,46,48–52 and four IBD segment detection methods53–56 that were utilized to
infer these quantities. To assess each of these methods, we used SNP array geno-
types from Mexican American individuals contained in large pedigrees from the San
Antonio Mexican American Family Studies (SAMAFS)57–59. Our analysis sample
included 2,485 individuals genotyped at 521,184 SNPs within pedigrees that span up
to six generations with genotype data from as many as five generations of individuals.
Given this large sample, including 13 pedigrees with >50 individuals (Figure 2.1),
numerous close relatives exist, and we used these to evaluate each of the inference
methods. In particular, there are >4,500 pairs of individuals within each of the first
through fifth degree relatedness classes that we evaluated, and we further considered
more than three million pairs of individuals that are in distinct pedigrees and hence
assumed unrelated (Table 2.1). Prior analyses of relatedness inference methods con-
sidered either simulated data1,48,50–52—which may not fully capture the complexities
of real data—or used small sample sizes1,48,52,60. Our analysis using real data for
large numbers of up to fifth degree relatives provides a comprehensive evaluation of
these relatedness inference methods.
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We focused on SNP array data from the San Antonio Mexican American Family
Studies57–59 (SAMAFS). The original set of 2,490 samples were genotyped via one of
the following Illumina arrays: the Human660W, Human1M, Human1M-Duo, or both
the HumanHap500 and the HumanExon510S array which together provide roughly
the same content as the Human1M array. We began by using data that had quality
control measures carried out in a prior study61. In brief, sites with non-Mendelian
errors were set to missing and BWA62 v0.7.5a-r405 was used to map the SNP array
probe sequences to human reference sequence GRCh37. Only SNPs with probe
sequences that aligned with no mismatches at exactly one genomic position and that
do not align to any other location with either zero or one mismatches were kept. We
omitted SNPs for which any of the following was true: (1) multiple probes aligned to
the same location (we retained only one SNP for any location), (2) dbSNP reported
either more than two variants or had non-simple alleles (i.e., not A/C/G/T), (3) the
raw genotype data had differing alleles as compared to those reported in the manifest
files, (4) the manifest file listed SNP alleles that differed from those in dbSNP at
the aligned location, (5) dbSNP listed the SNP as having multiple locations or as
‘suspected’, (6) the SNP location is outside the ‘accessible genome’ as reported by
the 1000 Genomes Project63, (7) the site occurs in a region that is segmentally
duplicated with a Jukes-Cantor K-value of <2%, or (8) the site occurs within a total
of 17 Mb of the genome that received excess reads aligned using 1000 Genome Project
data64.
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Figure 2.1: Histogram of the number of genotyped individuals within pedigrees in
the SAMAFS dataset.
Following these procedures, we filtered the dataset to include SNPs with less than
2% missingness and individuals with less than 10% missingness. This resulted in
data for a total of 2,485 individuals at 521,184 SNPs that overlap between the two
types of arrays and are of high quality. To run methods that require independent
SNPs, we used the PLINK command --indep-pairwise 1000 25 0.25 which uses
a sliding window method that considers blocks of 1,000 SNPs and removes SNPs
with r2 > 0.25, afterward shifting the window by 25 SNPs. This process yielded a
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Degree Number of Pairs
1 4,969
2 6,590
3 8,244
4 7,950
5 4,501
Unrelated 3,025,035
Total 3,057,289
Table 2.1: Numbers of pairs of individuals from the SAMAFS dataset reported to
have relatedness between first and fifth degree and counts of unrelated pairs used for
the evaluation. Only individuals from distinct pedigrees are considered unrelated.
total of 140,314 SNPs filtered to remove linkage disequilibrium (LD).
For the ADMIXTURE analyses described in Section 2.2.3, we merged the above LD-
pruned SAMAFS dataset with HapMap phase 3 (HapMap3) samples65 and again
filtered to include SNPs with less than 2% missingness from the combined dataset.
This resulted in a sample with 128,498 SNPs.
2.1 Performance Comparison of Current Methods
Our analysis considered each method’s ability to correctly infer the degree of relat-
edness between the pairs of samples based on their reported relationships. These
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reported relationships are extremely reliable and in most cases we can validate them
via first degree connections among samples in the densely-genotyped SAMAFS pedi-
grees. Some methods directly infer the degree of relatedness46 while others infer
a kinship coefficient1,48,50, a coefficient of relatedness49,52 (which is two times the
kinship coefficient38), or instead detect IBD segments53–56 (Table 2.2). To infer the
degree of relatedness from an estimated kinship coefficient for a pair of samples,
we use the ranges of estimated kinship values from the KING method1 (Table 1.1).
These ranges use differences in powers of two for the relatedness degree intervals,
which is generally consistent with simulations40. For IBD detection methods that
report the number of IBD segments shared at a locus53,56, it is straightforward to
calculate a kinship coefficient32. This coefficient, φij, between a pair of samples i, j
denotes the probability that a randomly selected allele in individual i is IBD with
a randomly selected allele from the same genomic position in j and is introduced
in Section 1.2.3. For the IBD detection methods that do not distinguish between
regions that are IBD1 from IBD254,55, the proportion of the genome that is inferred
to be IBD0 provides an alternate means of estimating the degree of relatedness (Ta-
ble 1.1), with the ranges of values here again from the KING paper1. We classified
individuals with lower kinship coefficients or higher IBD0 rates than indicated for
the fifth degree range as unrelated.
Using the SAMAFS sample, we assessed the performance of each program by using
them to classify all pairs of individuals. Figure 2.2 shows the proportion of sample
pairs inferred to be within each of the degree classes that we considered (first through
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Method Version
Citation
Number
Type Output Parallelized?
Runtime
(×cores used
if >1)
Requires
independent
markers
Input required
from
outside program
Accounts for
population
structure
ERSA 2.0 46 IBD segment-based
Degree of
relatedness
N 14.5h N IBD segments NA
fastIBD Beagle
3.3.2
54 IBD segment-finding IBD segments N 55.5h N NA NA
GERMLINE
(-haploid)
1.5.1 53
IBD segment-finding
(Distinguishes IBD1
and IBD2)
IBD segments N 20m N Phased
genotypes
NA
IBDseq r1206 55 IBD segment-finding IBD segments Y 33.5h (×16) N NA NA
KING
(KING-robust)
1.4 1
Allele
frequency-based
IBD estimate
IBD 0,1,2
proportions
N 5m Y NA Y
PC-Relate 2.0.1 52
Allele
frequency-based
IBD estimate
IBD 0,1,2
proportions
N 9h Y Pairwise kinship
coefficients
Y
PLINK 1.9 1.90b2k 49
Allele
frequency-based
IBD estimate
IBD 0,1,2
proportions
N 20s Y NA N
PREST-plus 4.1 51
Allele
frequency-based
IBD estimate
IBD 0,1,2
proportions
N 179h N NA N
REAP 1.2 48
Allele
frequency-based
IBD estimate
IBD 0,1,2
proportions
N 4h Y
Ancestral
population
proportions
Y
Refined IBD Beagle 4.1 56
IBD segment-finding
(Distinguishes IBD1
and IBD2)
IBD segments Y 91h (×16) N NA NA
RelateAdmix 0.1 50
Allele
frequency-based
IBD estimate
IBD 0,1,2
proportions
Y 16h (×16) Y
Ancestral
population
proportions
Y
Table 2.2: Properties of the 11 relationship inference methods we analyzed. Type
indicates the inference methodology the program uses. Runtime is wall clock time to
run the program; we ran parallelized programs using the numbers of cores indicated
in parentheses: total compute time for the parallelized programs is the runtime mul-
tiplied by the number of cores used. Input required from outside program indicates
extraneous information needed to run the program. Programs that use either princi-
pal components or ancestral population proportions are indicated as accounting for
population structure. “Y” indicates yes, “N” indicates no, and “NA” indicates not
applicable. Runtimes are from a machine with four AMD Opteron 6176 2.30 GHz
processors (64 cores total) and 256 GB memory.
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fifth degree and unrelated), with results separated according to the reported and
inferred relatedness degrees of the pairs. All methods perform well when inferring
first and second degree relatives, with the accuracy ranging from 98.4% to 99.5%
for first degree relatives, and from 93% to 98.6% for second degree relatives. For
more distant relatedness, the IBD-based methods have higher accuracy than those
that rely on allele frequencies of independent markers—for example, for fifth degree
relatives, the top performing IBD-based method has 59.4% accuracy while the highest
performing allele frequency-based method has only 53.8% accuracy. Overall, the most
accurate programs are ERSA 2.0, Refined IBD, and IBDseq. The improved accuracy
of IBD-based methods may be due to their focus on identifying long stretches of
identical segments that more readily discriminate recent shared relatedness from
chance sharing of alleles.
Noting that the SAMAFS consist of admixed Mexican American individuals, we
examined the accuracy results among the allele frequency-based methods, of which
several account for population structure. Of all these methods, PC-Relate has the
highest accuracy across all levels of relatedness, and it does account for population
structure using principal components. Overall, the results are mixed with regards
to accounting for population structure and accuracy, with PC-Relate, REAP, Re-
lateAdmix, and KING all incorporating population structure into their models, and
PREST-plus and PLINK ignoring this structure.
The inference accuracy of all methods decreases for higher relatedness degrees, likely
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Figure 2.2: Performance comparison of the evaluated methods using the SAMAFS
dataset. Bar plots indicate the percentage of pairs of samples that are reported to
have a given degree of relatedness and who are inferred to be in each degree class.
The bar plots are separated on the horizontal axis by the reported relatedness degree
and on the vertical axis by inferred relatedness degree. For clarity, the plots list above
each bar the percentage number that the corresponding bar depicts. Program names
listed in red are IBD-based methods while those in black utilize allele frequencies for
inference.
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due to the exponential drop in mean pairwise IBD shared and an increased coefficient
of variation as relatedness decreases39,41,66. In particular, for fifth degree relatives,
the accuracy rates for all methods are very low at less than 60%. However, in
nearly all cases (≥ 83.8%), the programs correctly inferred the degree of relatedness
to within one degree of the reported relationship. IBDseq has the highest within-
one-degree accuracy for reported fourth degree pairs (the relationship class with the
lowest accuracies for off-by-one inference) at 98.7%. At the same time, the methods
classify an average of 97.9% of pairs of unrelated individuals correctly, averaged
across all programs (99.7% when PLINK is excluded), with few instances of fifth or
greater degree of relatedness inferred for these pairs. These results suggest that, when
methods do detect relatedness—even as far distant as fifth degree—the individuals
are likely to be truly related. As shown in Section 3.1, misreported or unknown
relationships in the SAMAFS dataset likely explain some of the inference errors,
particularly since even some confidently inferred first degree relationships were likely
misreported as a more distant relationship. Overall, we find that IBD-based methods
outperform other approaches for more distantly-related pairs, though notably these
packages require substantially more compute time to run which may limit their utility
in some applications (Table 2.2). While the precise performance results presented
here are specific to the SAMAFS sample, we find that reducing the sample size
to mimic a dataset that may not be as well-phased (Section 2.2.2) still produces
similar results, with methods that leverage IBD segments having greater accuracy
than other approaches. Therefore, the results presented here should be generalizable
and indicate general properties of relationship inference methodologies: approaches
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that use IBD segments outperform other methods for third degree and more distant
relatives; and the specificity of relatedness inference, even in a dataset where phase
accuracy may be relatively high, is inhibited for all but the closest relatives.
2.2 Accounting for Biases
As the SAMAFS data consist of numerous large families, allele and haplotype fre-
quencies estimated from the sample may be biased, potentially affecting the inference
results in a way that is not representative of the methods’ accuracies in other datasets.
Here, we attempt to address these questions and reanalyze relevant methods.
2.2.1 Allele Frequency Estimates
To assess whether potentially biased allele frequency estimates may impact the re-
sults of the allele frequency-based methods on the full data analysis (Figure 2.2), we
tested PLINK49 on datasets containing mostly unrelated individuals. To generate
these sample sets, we first determined a set of unrelated individuals using FastIn-
dep67, a program that uses estimated kinship coefficients and a maximum allowed
relatedness threshold to identify a set of individuals in which no pairwise relatedness
exceeds the given threshold. For pairs reported as unrelated, we use the kinship
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Degree Number of Pairs
1 4,510
2 5,999
3 7,030
4 5,991
5 2,496
Unrelated 1,997,907
Total 2,023,933
Table 2.3: Numbers of pairs of individuals tested for each degree of relatedness for
the analysis described in Section 2.2.1.
coefficients from PLINK, and for pairs reported as related, we use the expected kin-
ship coefficient (Table 1.1) value for that pair. We input these kinship coefficients
to FastIndep with the relatedness threshold set to 0.015 which is slightly below the
lower bound for calling fifth degree relatedness (roughly 0.022). This produced a set
of 529 individuals that have little to no genetic relatedness among them. We note
that PLINK is somewhat biased in inferring relatedness and identifies a non-trivial
proportion of samples that are reported to be unrelated as fifth degree or closer rela-
tives (Figure 2.2). Therefore, using PLINK kinship estimates provides an aggressive
filter against potential relatedness in these sample sets. Next, we created 1,000
datasets containing the base set of unrelated samples merged with no more than one
randomly selected pair of related individuals from each SAMAFS pedigree, resulting
in a total of 26,026 pairs of fifth degree or closer relatives and nearly two million
unrelated pairs tested (Table 2.3). By adding only one randomly selected pair of
related individuals from each pedigree, we limit the potential for bias. When adding
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Figure 2.3: Accuracy results from PLINK run on the entire SAMAFS dataset denoted
by red bars (labeled “Full”) and from PLINK run on 1,000 reduced datasets composed
of mostly unrelated individuals denoted by blue bars (labeled “Reduced”).
a related pair of individuals to the dataset, we checked if either of the individuals
was reported to be a fifth degree or closer relative of a sample in the set of unrelated
individuals, and in that case, removed that previously unrelated individual from the
dataset. Finally, we ran PLINK on each of the 1,000 datasets and show performance
accuracy results in comparison to running PLINK on the full dataset in Figure 2.3.
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While some differences exist between the two analyses, the accuracy results differ by
less than 3% for all relatedness degrees, suggesting that allele frequency biases are
small and only minimally impact inference accuracy.
2.2.2 Haplotype Phasing
Haplotype phasing and therefore IBD inference accuracy in this dataset of highly
related individuals might be greater than would be achieved in a more outbred sam-
ple. This may increase the inference quality of IBD segment-detecting programs
(which utilize either internal phasing models or pre-phased data) compared to the
other programs. To assess the performance of the IBD segment-detection methods
in a setting with relatively outbred data, we again used datasets comprised mostly
of unrelated individuals. Specifically, starting with the 1,000 datasets generated as
outlined above, we merged genotypes from 580 HapMap3 individuals (83 individuals
of African ancestry in Southwest USA [ASW], 165 Utah residents with Northern and
Western European ancestry from the CEPH collection [CEU], 77 samples of Mexican
ancestry in Los Angeles, California [MXL], 88 Toscani in Italia individuals [TSI], and
167 Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria samples [YRI]) in order to increase the sample size.
This provides a baseline level of phase accuracy that should be achievable for most
studies as all these datasets contain between 1,127−1,204 individuals. Results from
this analysis are presented in Figure 2.4. The accuracy of the IBD segment-based
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Figure 2.4: Accuracy results from the full dataset for all IBD-segment finding
methods and PC-Relate and PREST-Plus along with results from running ERSA,
GERMLINE, and IBDseq on the 1,000 reduced datasets. Results from programs run
on both types of data are indicated with a label “(F)” and red text for the full dataset
and “(R)” and blue text for the reduced datasets. The accuracies of all methods are
for pairs of samples that were included in at least one reduced dataset so that the
results are directly comparable between data types. When a pair of unrelated rela-
tives is present in more than one reduced dataset, we randomly selected results from
one program run on an arbitrary dataset to determine accuracy.
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methods does drop for higher degrees of relatedness in the reduced datasets compared
to all of SAMAFS, in some cases by as much as 8%. In this case the performance of
IBD segment methods and allele frequency methods are more similar, suggesting that
for smaller datasets, phasing errors can reduce the efficacy of IBD segment methods
for inferring relatedness. Still, the IBD segment-based methods are comparable to or
more accurate than the allele frequency methods even in this setting. Moreover, for
larger datasets where it is possible to achieve phase accuracy at the megabase-scale68,
the results from the full dataset indicate that IBD segment finding methods provide
greater accuracy than allele frequency methods for relatedness inference. This is true
even in the reduced datasets that have no more than 1,204 samples and therefore are
subject to a relatively high level of phasing errors.
2.2.3 Population Structure
Samples that have admixed ancestry can confound relatedness estimation methods
due to the presence of admixture linkage disequilibrium, a genetic feature that in-
duces an increased correlation in genotypes among admixed samples that are not
recently related48,69. While methods such as REAP48 and RelateAdmix50 adjust
for admixture, they rely on the output of model-based ancestry inference methods
such as ADMIXTURE70 which have difficulty distinguishing between ancestral pop-
ulations and more recent relatedness among samples69. To ensure that the results
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we obtained from ADMIXTURE (and used for REAP and RelateAdmix) represent
population-level ancestry and not relatedness structure within the SAMAFS data,
we ran ADMIXTURE in two ways. First, we introduced genotypic variance that
corresponds to the desired population ancestry by generating a dataset containing
the entire (LD-pruned) SAMAFS sample together with 372 unrelated HapMap3 in-
dividuals. These HapMap3 individuals are a subset of the 580 individuals described
above (including samples with African, European, and Native American ancestry
relevant to SAMAFS), but with samples filtered out by FastIndep using previously
estimated kinship coefficients71 as input and a filtering threshold of 0.015 as above.
We then ran ADMIXTURE on this dataset with K = 3. Next, we ran ADMIXTURE
with K = 3 on another dataset containing the 372 unrelated HapMap3 samples and
the 529 SAMAFS samples believed to be unrelated (described above). This latter
dataset has little relatedness structure and ADMIXTURE should therefore readily
identify ancestral proportions for African, European, and Native American popula-
tions. Consistent with this, we located the ancestries likely to correspond to these
groups by locating the ancestry coefficient with the highest values using individu-
als from the YRI, CEU, and MXL populations in the two different ADMIXTURE
runs. We then computed correlations for the ancestral proportions inferred for each
of these three components for the 529 unrelated SAMAFS samples contained in both
ADMIXTURE runs. These correlations are extremely high at > 0.97 for all three
populations, indicating that the output from ADMIXTURE run on all of SAMAFS
together with the 372 unrelated HapMap3 individuals reliably infers population-level
ancestry proportions. We therefore used these ADMIXTURE results (extracting only
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the ancestry estimates for SAMAFS) for running REAP and RelateAdmix.
In contrast to REAP and RelateAdmix, which use input from a separate program
to obtain ancestry proportions, PC-Relate52 infers principal components itself on a
set of unrelated individuals it locates in the data. As the authors note, a challenge
arises in this context in determining how many principal components should be
included to explain the population structure while not inadvertently discounting
recent relatedness52. Still, PC-Relate performs well and was among the top methods
that are based on allele frequencies.
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CHAPTER 3
A COMPOSITE METHOD USING TOP-PERFORMING METHODS
As current methods provide only moderate accuracy when classifying third through
fifth degree relatives, we evaluated the potential for increasing performance by com-
bining inference results from the top three programs: ERSA 2.0, IBDseq, and Refined
IBD. We used an approach that calls the degree of relatedness for a pair only when
all three programs unanimously agree on the relatedness degree, providing no clas-
sification for other pairs. The resulting inference accuracy increased only negligibly
(0.15%, 0.22%, 1.6%, 3.1%, 1.8%, and 0.01%, respectively for first through fifth de-
gree and unrelated pairs) in comparison to the most accurate method’s performance
in each degree class. We also considered a majority vote between the three pro-
grams, discarding the cases in which all three programs inferred a different degree
(only two cases were of this class). With this approach, there is a slight decrease in
performance overall (-0.46%, -0.26%, -1.4%, -1.5%, +0.28%, +0.01%). These results
suggest that while there is room for improvement in the specificity of relatedness
inference methods, dramatic improvement is likely to be achieved only with novel
approaches (Chapter 4) and not composites of current methods.
Here, we apply three pairwise methods in order to characterize relatedness in three
datasets: SAMAFS, HapMap3, and a Qatari dataset. Although methods which ag-
gregate results from various relatedness inference methods do not result in a great
increase in accuracy, as a conservative measure we here apply this methodology. In
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particular, we require unanimous agreement from our top three methods as deter-
mined in Section 2.1 (ERSA 2.0, IBDseq, and Refined IBD) for the relationships we
infer.
3.1 Application to SAMAFS Data
We examined the pairs of samples that were inferred to be related but were reported
as unrelated (in distinct pedigrees) in the SAMAFS dataset. ERSA 2.0, Refined IBD,
and IBDseq all inferred a small number of first through third degree relationships that
connect individuals from different pedigrees within SAMAFS (Figure 3.1). Numerous
between-family relationships were discovered this way, with seven of the discovered
relationships being first degree relationships (Table 3.1). Overall, we found 48 pairs of
pedigrees with at least five pairs of first through third degree relatives between them
which all three methods unanimously infer to have the same degree of relatedness.
Additionally, these three methods agreed on the inference of 374 and 1,632 pairs of
fourth and fifth degree relatives between the pedigrees (not shown). These results
highlight the importance of checking for relatedness among samples in all cohorts,
and indicate that there can be sizable numbers of relatives across a range of degrees
even in well-studied samples.
We further searched for misreported relationships in the SAMAFS data, again look-
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Figure 3.1: Relationships discovered between individuals from different SAMAFS
pedigrees. Bands on the perimeter of the elliptical plot indicate distinct pedigrees
within SAMAFS with band size proportional to the number of individuals in the
pedigree. Curves between two bands correspond to discovered relative pairs with
color indicating the degree of relatedness: red for first degree, green for second
degree, and blue for third degree. Points where the curves end correspond to specific
individuals, and a single point may have multiple curves running to it, indicating
several relationships between that individual and others in the dataset.
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ing at relationships in which all three methods unanimously agreed upon the degree
of relatedness of the pair in question, but limited to relationships reported as first
degree but inferred to be second degree or unrelated, and relationships reported as
second degree but inferred to be first degree or unrelated. For inferred relationships
that differ by more than one degree from the reported relationship (e.g., reported as
second degree but inferred as unrelated or vice-versa), we assumed that the infer-
ence is valid as this is unlikely to occur due to data errors or statistical fluctuations.
For relationships that are inferred to differ by only one degree from the reported
relationship, we further required that either: (1) the discrepant relatedness call be
supported by a consistent call involving at least one other sample (example follows);
(2) in cases of reported siblings inferred to be second degree relatives, that their
IBD2 proportion be less than 1
25/2
; or (3) in cases of reported half-sibling pairs in-
ferred to be first degree relatives, that their IBD2 proportion be greater than 1
25/2
.
As an example of an inference supported by another sample, given a set of three or
more reported siblings, if the methods infer a pair of siblings as likely second degree
relatives (presumably half-siblings), we checked that one of the other siblings also
supports a second degree relatedness inference involving one of the two original sam-
ples to ensure consistency. We used Refined IBD’s results to quantify IBD2 levels.
Note that the expected proportion of IBD2 between full-siblings is 1
4
, and we used
1
25/2
as the cutoff for confirming full- vs. half-siblings calls.
The IBD2 levels of two reported half-siblings from two pedigrees were greater than
that seen for most half-siblings but less than typical for full-siblings, and appear to
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Inferred
1st 2nd Unrelated
1st 4,908 23 0
2nd (HS) 5 388 5
Reported 2nd (A) 2 4,789 3
2nd (GP) 0 945 0
Unrelated 7 35 3,023,456
Table 3.1: Pairs of relationships that are confidently inferred using unanimous agree-
ment from ERSA 2.0, IBDseq, and Refined IBD, and further checks described in the
text (for some discrepant relationships) in SAMAFS. (HS) indicates half-sibling pairs,
(A) indicates avuncular pairs, and (GP) indicates grandparent-grandchild pairs.
Bolded numbers indicate the counts of agreements between the reported and in-
ferred relationships. Pairs whose relationship were not unanimously agreed upon by
the methods or which could not be verified as probable misreports using the checks
we describe are not counted.
be best explained as being a less commonly described class of relatives known as
three-quarter-siblings. Three-quarter-siblings are individuals who share one parent
in common and whose unshared parents have a mean coefficient of relatedness of
50%—consistent with these parents being full-siblings. Individuals with this class
of relatedness share non-trivial proportions of IBD2 but at a lower level than for
full-siblings. For the potential three-quarter-siblings we identified, we did not have
genotype data for one of the fathers in both cases and therefore could not validate
whether the fathers were siblings. We note that we obtained reported relationships
based on the SAMAFS pedigree structure which does not include information about
the relationships between the two unshared parents of the reported half-siblings.
Therefore, as these pedigrees indicate that the samples have only one parent in
common, they are consistent with our observations and we did not consider them
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discrepant and did not include them in Table 3.1.
3.2 Application to HapMap3 Data
We searched the HapMap3 dataset for unknown close relatives. Focusing only on
pairs whose relationship class is unanimously agreed upon by the top three programs,
we found several fifth degree relationships unreported in previous studies29,71: two in
ASW (individuals with African ancestry in Southwest USA), six in LWK (Luhya in
Webuye, Kenya), 67 in MKK (Maasai in Kinyawa, Kenya), and one in YRI (Yoruba in
Ibadan, Nigeria) populations. The high level of discovered fifth degree relationships
in the MKK population is consistent with the findings of Pemberton et al.29 who
suggest there may be considerable background relatedness in the sample, potentially
due to certain cultural practices of marriage and reproduction72,73 or due to recent
demographic events affecting the Maasai population74. This high level of relatedness
poses challenges to analyses of the demographic history of this population75 and
underscores the need to analyze relatedness in all genetic analyses.
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3.3 Application to Qatari Data
We take the three top-performing programs according to our SAMAFS analysis and
apply these to Qatari data collected by Weill Cornell Medicine in Qatar76. We make
use of 108 genomes, each of which was sequenced to a median depth of 37 (minimum
30x) by Illumina technology.
Since estimated current rates of consanguinity in Qatar are around 22% of marriages
with higher levels in the past77, Qatari individuals are expected to show higher lev-
els of inbreeding than those from other parts of the world. Previous analyses of
the genomes of Qatari individuals found three distinct clusters reflecting differing
ancestry2,76,78. One of these subpopulations, Qataris with Bedouin history, or those
coined Q1 individuals in previous studies2,76,78, presented larger inbreeding coeffi-
cients than the other subpopulations. We therefore expect to see a wider variance
in estimated kinship coefficients (φ) for the Qatari individuals as consanguinity may
result in higher levels of relatedness between affected pairs of individuals. This may
introduce bias as the programs tested do not account for inbreeding. Although the
kinship coefficient is intended to capture the effects of inbreeding on relatedness, it
serves as a hindrance in cases like this where the level of inbreeding is unknown and
one’s main purpose is to classify relationships by a degree of relatedness rather than
on a continuous scale. If parental relationships are known, one may input them into
a modified version79 of GENEHUNTER80 which will output the expected pairwise
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IBD0, IBD1, and IBD2 proportions between relatives, including in cases of inbreed-
ing where at least one of the individuals being compared has parents that are related
to one another. In our case, however, we have no prior information on whether
parents may be related and, if so, what their relationship is.
We attempt to characterize the level of inbreeding in the individuals in our dataset
by comparing the total runs of homozygosity (ROH) lengths of the Qataris using the
exome dataset to the individuals in the SAMAFS dataset as shown in Figure 3.2.
PLINK’s --homozyg was used to calculate ROHs. On average, Qatari individuals
have roughly nine times higher total ROH length than the SAMAFS individuals,
suggesting that our inferred degrees of relatedness for pairs of Qatari individuals
may be more error-prone due to the higher levels of inbreeding. However, the high
level of background relatedness between the individuals in this dataset will likely
improve phasing accuracy, suggesting that estimated kinship coefficients from IBD-
based methods may not be as error-prone.
We find that in the Q1 subpopulation, we are able to classify most pairs of individ-
uals as being second cousins or more closely related as expected due to the history
of consanguinity in Qatar (Figure 3.3). Nodes denote Qatari individuals, colored
by subpopulation, and lines between nodes indicate an inferred relationship of the
indicated degree or more related. By the fourth degree, many lines form within the
Q1 (red) subpopulation, indicating that there exist many closer relationships within
this subpopulation and/or that the Q1 individuals indeed have higher levels of con-
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sanguinity. None of the programs used account for consanguinity, and therefore we
expect our inferred degrees of relatedness for the Qatari dataset to be biased. Even
so, our results indicate that the methodologies are relatively sensitive to relatedness
as they indicate a higher amount of genetic relatedness amongst individuals in the
Q1 population than the other groups.
Figure 3.2: Total length (in base pairs) of runs of homozygosity in Qatari dataset
versus SAMAFS dataset.
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Figure 3.3: Relationships found between Qatari individuals up to given degree. Pop-
ulation labels Q1 through Q3 are described elsewhere2. Red nodes denote Q1 indi-
viduals, blue nodes denote Q2, purple nodes denote Q3, and orange nodes denote
admixed. A line between two nodes indicate that a relationship was found between
those two individuals at that degree of relatedness or more related.
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CHAPTER 4
DRUID: DEEP RELATEDNESS UTILIZING IDENTITY BY
DESCENT
Our earlier work (Chapter 2) and that of others show that relatedness inference ac-
curacy declines as level of relatedness decreases: inference of first and second degree
relatives is generally highly accurate, but performance decreases rapidly starting at
third degree and continuing onward30,46. As the number of samples in a dataset
increases, the number of expected relationships increases quadratically. With this
increasing number of relationships, one can leverage information from sets of closely
related samples to improve inference accuracy of relatedness between distant rela-
tive sets. We propose a method, Deep Relatedness Utilizing Identity by Descent,
or DRUID, which effectively transforms the problem of inferring more distant relat-
edness to a problem of inferring a closer relationship: rather than infer relatedness
between two individuals, it finds close relatives of the two individuals, and when
possible, combines their IBD signals to infer the estimated relatedness between the
ungenotyped parents or grandparents of these sets of close relatives. By using an
individual’s parent for inference rather than the individual, we reduce the problem
of inferring a true degree of relatedness d to the problem of inferring a true degree
of relatedness of d − 1; similarly, by using an individual’s grandparent, we reduce
the problem to inferring a true degree of relatedness of d − 2. By using both indi-
viduals’ parents for inference rather than those individuals, we reduce the problem
to a d − 1 − 1 = d − 2 true degree of relatedness inference problem: each parent is
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one degree closer to the other individual and hence two degrees closer to the other
parent. Using both individuals’ grandparents for inference reduces the problem to a
d − 2 − 2 = d − 4 true degree of relatedness inference problem as each grandparent
is two degrees closer to the other individual and hence, the two grandparents are
four degrees closer to one another than the original pair of individuals are to one
another.
4.1 Method
DRUID uses input from an IBD detection algorithm to perform relatedness inference
in two stages. First, it infers the pedigree structure of a set of close relatives who
have a first degree relationship with at least one other sample—relationships that
are very likely to be inferred correctly30. The method also infers and incorporates
samples that are aunts and/or uncles of these first degree relatives using a new ap-
proach that leverages the fact that full-siblings share some genomic regions IBD on
both haplotype copies. Second, DRUID combines IBD information from each set of
close relatives to infer the expected genome-wide IBD sharing proportion between
their ungenotyped ancestor and a more distant relative. Using this quantity, the
method then infers the likely degree of relatedness between that ancestor and the
distant relative, who may also be an ungenotyped individual. When the relationship
to the distant sample arises through one of the close relatives’ ancestors (not through
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descent from one of these relatives), the ungenotyped ancestor will be more closely
related to the distant sample than the genotyped individuals are. As relatedness in-
ference accuracy is higher for closer relationships, i.e., for lower relatedness degrees30,
this approach provides greatly improved accuracy over pairwise relatedness methods
that utilize data only from pairs of genotyped samples. We also show that it has im-
proved accuracy over other methods that leverage the samples’ relatedness structure
to perform inference. Because most genotype datasets contain samples that were
only collected relatively recently, we make the assumption that the distant relatives
do arise through an ancestor of the close relatives and not via descent. We have
implemented DRUID to utilize IBD segments detected using Refined IBD56, but the
approach is generally applicable to any method that reports whether samples share
one or two IBD segments at a given position.
DRUID assumes there are no errors in the detected IBD segments and that there is
no consanguinity. In particular, the two parents of a set of siblings are assumed not to
be related to each other and all IBD segments are assumed to represent segments that
are inherited from a common ancestor between two individuals. We have found that,
although errors in detected IBD segments do occur, their overall effect is minor and
combining all detected IBD segments extant in the descendants of an ungenotyped
ancestor enables improved relatedness estimation.
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4.1.1 Inferring Sets of Close Relatives
To infer the sets of closely related samples, DRUID generates a graph in which nodes
represent samples and edge labels indicate the relationship type between the linked
pair. The input IBD segments are informative about the relationships between the
samples, and we use these to estimate the proportion of their genome that each
pair of samples shares IBD either on one or two haplotype copies, denoted ̂IBD1
and ̂IBD2, respectively. These estimates are simply the sum of the lengths of the
inferred IBD segments shared between the two samples on one or two haplotypes
divided by the total genome length, with all lengths in cM units. From this, we
derive the estimated kinship coefficients as Kˆ = 1
2
× ̂IBD2 + 1
4
× ̂IBD1 and deduce
the likely relationship types based on the Kˆ and ̂IBD2 values for each pair using the
values in Table 4.1. Initially, the method considers only parent-child, full-sibling,
and monozygotic (MZ) twin relationships.
Starting with an empty graph, DRUID adds nodes and edges corresponding to all
inferred full-sibling relationships. Next, the method ensures that for all connected
components, the nodes contained in it are all directly connected to one another as
full-siblings. That is, if individual ind1 was inferred to be full-siblings with ind2
and ind3, we ensure that ind2 and ind3 were also inferred to be full-siblings with
one another. If one of the full siblings in a connected component does not have a
full-sibling relationship with another individual in the component, DRUID removes
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̂IBD2 K̂
MZ Twin [ 1
21/2
, 1] [ 1
23/2
, 1)
Full Sibling [ 1
25/2
, 1
23/2
) [ 1
25/2
, 1
23/2
)
Parent-child [0, 1
27/2
) [ 1
25/2
, 1
23/2
)
2nd Degree - [ 1
27/2
, 1
25/2
)
3rd Degree - [ 1
29/2
, 1
27/2
)
4th Degree - [ 1
211/2
, 1
29/2
)
5th Degree - [ 1
213/2
, 1
211/2
)
Table 4.1: Relationship classification rules used by DRUID. The ranges of K and
their mapping to relationships are those suggested by Manichaikul et al.1 MZ twin:
monozygotic twin.
the node with the fewest edges to the other nodes (in cases of ties, one of the nodes
is selected at random), and continues this process until all pairs of nodes in each
component are directly connected to one another. For any individuals that are
pruned this way, we later add a generic first degree relationship edge between that
individual and any sample previously inferred as its full-sibling. If MZ twins are
present, we analyze only one of the samples and later report identical results for the
omitted sample to those inferred for the analyzed twin.
Next, DRUID incorporates parent-child relationships into the graph, and, when pos-
sible, determines which individual is the parent using either (a) age information,
(b) analysis of relatedness to full siblings, or (c) information provided by the user.
Full sibling relationships provide information about which sample is the parent and
which is the child in the following way. Suppose ind1 and ind2 are inferred to have
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a parent-child relationship. If ind1 has at least one full-sibling in the graph, then
those full-siblings either all have a parent-child relationship to ind2 (or general first
degree relationship type), in which case ind2 is the parent of all the full-siblings.
Otherwise, ind2 must be the child of ind1 and have a second degree relationship to
the full-siblings of ind1. DRUID adds all inferred parent-child pairs to the graph,
labeling which is the parent and which is the child when possible, and otherwise la-
beling them as a general first degree relative pair. When avuncular relationships are
determined in this way, we add them to the graph as such, noting which individual
in the pair is the aunt/uncle and which is the niece/nephew.
4.1.2 Incorporating Other Aunts and Uncles to the Set of
Close Relatives
In principle, the length of IBD segments shared between second degree relatives are
informative about their underlying relationship type: grandparent-grandchild, half-
sibling, avuncular, or double cousins. However, the method RELPAIR, which imple-
ments an approach based on this idea, has limited ability to discriminate between
these relationship types, with the classification accuracy ranging from 37% to 72%
among these types13 (excluding double cousins which the method does not consider).
While analyses of IBD segment lengths between second degree relatives remains a
promising direction, further work is needed to improve the inference resolution.
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Figure 4.1: Haplotype transmissions in a pedigree with the relatedness structure
indicated by black lines. The grandchildren (bottom haplotypes) are each IBD1
with their aunt/uncle at the top section of the chromosome (red ellipses) and are
IBD0 with each other (green bars) in this region. Their parent is therefore IBD2 with
the aunt/uncle (orange bars) at this locus. This scenario in which two siblings are
IBD0 with each other and each are IBD1 to a given second degree relative suggests
that the second degree relative is likely an aunt or uncle of the siblings.
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In DRUID, we take a different approach based on the IBD sharing patterns among a
set of three samples consisting of a pair of (full- or half-) siblings and a second degree
relative, determining whether that relative is an aunt or uncle of the siblings. As de-
scribed further below, siblings inherit distinct regions of each parent’s genome, some
regions identical to other siblings and some from different haplotype copies. The
ungenotyped parent of a pair of siblings shares some regions IBD2 with the siblings’
aunt or uncle, marking a unique sharing pattern that allows us to discriminate be-
tween second degree relatives and pinpoint aunts and uncles with high precision. In
particular, at regions in which two siblings have inherited distinct haplotypes, which
we detect as locations with no shared IBD segments between them or as IBD0, they
will have inherited distinct haplotype copies from both parents. In these regions, if
the two siblings both also share an IBD segment with a given second degree rela-
tive, one of their parents must share two distinct haplotypes IBD with that relative
(ignoring double cousins in which both parents are related to the sample, a case we
address below). Appreciable levels of this IBD pattern among the three samples are
a strong indicator that the second degree relative is a full-sibling of the ungenotyped
parent, or an aunt or uncle of the two siblings (Figure 4.1).
Following relative detection based only on first degree relative types (above), DRUID
locates all inferred sets of close relatives containing two or more full-siblings for
which data are unavailable for one or both parents. It then finds all samples that are
inferred as a second degree relatives of each of these full-siblings and calculates the
total genetic length of regions in which two of these siblings are IBD0 with each other
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Figure 4.2: For each pair of siblings and an aunt/uncle, grandparent, or half-sibling
of theirs in the set of trusted SAMAFS relationships (Section 4.2), we find regions in
which the two siblings are IBD0 and are each IBD1 with the second degree relative,
sum these regions, and plot the densities in the histogram. We do this for 2915 sets
of a pair of siblings and their aunts/uncles, 970 sets of a pair of siblings and their
grandparents, 731 sets of a pair of siblings and a half-sibling of theirs, and 595 sets of
a pair of siblings and a niece/nephew of theirs. au: aunts/uncles; gp: grandparent;
hs: half-sibling; nn: niece/nephew.
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and both are IBD1 to the second degree relative. Our analyses indicate that when
this pattern occurs in a total of >100 cM, the second degree relative is extremely
likely to be an aunt or uncle of the siblings (Figure 4.2). If any two siblings have
this level of the indicated sharing pattern with the second degree relative, he or she
is added to the graph as an uncle or aunt with all siblings designated as a niece or
nephew. We further include any siblings of this aunt or uncle as additional relatives
of this same type, including the required relationship edges in the graph.
With the pedigree relationships between sets of close relatives inferred, DRUID can
reconstruct the IBD profile of the ancestors of these sets. We focus on two types of
close relative sets: full-siblings and full-siblings together with their aunts/uncles. We
also show that using half-siblings provides accuracy results that are indistinguishable
from inference using full siblings (Section 4.2.3). In order to make use of second
degree relatives that are not an aunt/uncle of two or more siblings, we require a
user to specify the relationships (including half-siblings). In the presence of such
information, DRUID verifies that the samples are indeed second degree relatives and
adds the relationship type edges to the graph.
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4.1.3 Inferring IBD Sharing for a Parent Using Data from
Siblings
A parent transmits to each child a random subset of the IBD segments he/she shares
with any relative. Whereas a single child inherits only half of each parents’ genome,
data for additional children provide a more complete representation of the genomes
of their parents, including receiving a larger fraction of the IBD segments they each
carried. In particular, s-many full-siblings are expected to inherit a proportion of
Par(s) = 1− 1
2s
of both parents’ genomes, a fact we exploit to infer the IBD sharing
proportion of a parent given data for his/her children.
Given the assumption that the parents are unrelated, only one parent will have
transmitted all IBD segments that a set of siblings share with any given distant
relative D. Based on this assumption, although genetic data for the two parents
are unobserved (Figure 4.3), the union of all IBD segments shared by the siblings
with D constitutes a partial set of the IBD segments one of the parents shared
with D. Notably, which parent transmitted these IBD segments is unknown, but
this information is not needed to determine the degree of relatedness between that
ungenotyped parent and D. Because we expect to observe a fraction Par(s) of this
parent’s genome, and equivalently, that proportion of the genetic material the parent
shared IBD with D, we compute the expected proportion of the genome this parent
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P shared IBD on at least one haplotype copy with D as
ÎBDP,D =
Length
(⋃
c∈S Ic,D
)
Par(|S|)× L . (4.1)
Here, S is the set of siblings and Ic,D is a set containing the markers that are called
IBD between a given sibling (child) c and D. The Length(I) function gives the
genetic length of all regions containing sequences of markers that are called IBD,
and L is the total length of the genome, both in cM. As the union of all IBD regions
in the siblings contains only an expected proportion Par(|S|) of the parent’s IBD
regions, we scale the expected amount of genome shared IBD by the inverse of this
quantity. This equation holds both for full-siblings and also for a combined set of full-
and/or half-siblings: the expected proportion of the parent’s genome present in such
a set of individuals is also a function of its size (e.g., s+h in Figure 4.4). The ÎBDP,D
quantity maps directly to an estimated kinship coefficient as KˆP,D =
1
4
× ÎBDP,D,
and we infer a degree of relatedness from this coefficient (Table 1.1).
An alternative to adjusting by the expected proportion Par(s) of the parent’s genome
transmitted to the children is to estimate the actual transmitted proportion based
on the observed IBD sharing between the siblings. Specifically, at positions where
the children are all IBD2 with one another, both parents will have transmitted only
one haplotype copy, or half of their genome. Likewise, at positions where at least two
children are IBD0 with each other, each parent will have transmitted both haplotype
copies or all their genetic material at these regions. We applied this logic to our
analyses and compared the performance using these estimated proportions to using
the expectation Par(s). The results of both approaches are similar but using the
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Figure 4.3: Reconstruction of the IBD profile between a distant relative and a parent
more closely related to that relative than his/her children. Filled black individuals
represent individuals for whom we have genotype data: here, s-many siblings. Indi-
viduals filled with stripes indicate the possible parents we can reconstruct the IBD
profiles between themselves and the distant relative. We do not know which parent’s
IBD profile is being reconstructed.
Figure 4.4: Reconstruction of the IBD profile between a distant relative and a parent
more closely related to that relative than his/her children. Filled black individuals
indicate individuals for whom we have genotype data: here, a set of s-many siblings
and a set of h-many siblings, two sets of siblings that are half-siblings with one
another. The individual filled with stripes is the parent whose IBD profile with the
distant relative we reconstruct.
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expectation yields somewhat higher accuracy, presumably owing to false negative or
false positive IBD segments affecting the estimation (data not shown).
4.1.4 Inferring IBD Sharing for a Grandparent Using Sib-
lings and Aunts/Uncles
When data are available for a set of siblings together with some number of their
aunts and uncles, the IBD segments that these individuals share with a distant
relative descend from a grandparent of the siblings and a parent of the aunts/uncles
(Figure 4.5). The expected proportion of the grandparent’s genome transmitted to
these individuals is Gr(k, s) = 1 − 1
2k
+ 1
2k+1
× Par(s), where k is the number of
aunts/uncles of the s siblings. (This equation similarly holds when s is the number
of full- and half-siblings included in the analysis.) Here, 1− 1
2k
is the expected amount
of the grandparent’s genome transmitted to the his/her k children and the final term
gives the expected amount of DNA transmitted to (k + 1)st child multiplied by the
expected genome proportion that child—the parent of the siblings—transmitted to
the s siblings.
With this expectation, we estimate the proportion of the genome that the grandpar-
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ent G shares IBD with a distant relative D as
ÎBDG,D =
Length
(⋃
r∈(K∪S) ÎBDr,D
)
Gr(|K|, |S|)× L , (4.2)
where K is the set of aunts/uncles, S is the set of siblings, and L is again the genetic
length of the genome under analysis.
As the sibling set may have aunts/uncles both through their mother and their father,
we group together the aunts/uncles that are inferred to be siblings to create two sets
of aunts/uncles, denoting these sets as Ki1 and Ki2 if so. If at least one set of
aunts/uncles is available for each sibling set S1 and S2, we check whether∑
k1∈K1i ,k2∈K2j
ÎBDk1,k2 ×
1
|K1i|+ |K2j|
>
∑
s1∈S1,s2∈S2
ÎBDs1,s2 ×
1
|S1|+ |S2| (4.3)
where i ∈ {1, 2} if S1 has more than one aunt/uncle set, i ∈ {1} otherwise, j ∈ {1, 2}
if S2 has more than one aunt/uncle set, j ∈ {1} otherwise. If more than one pairing
of {K1i , K2j} fits this criteria, we use the pairing with the highest average estimated
IBD. If no pairing fits this criteria, or if we have only one aunt/uncle set, we check
whether the average of the estimated proportion of genome shared IBD with the
relative(s) of interest and the aunts/uncles is at least as large as the maximum of
estimated proportion of genome shared IBD with the relative(s) and each individual
in the sibling set. In cases when there are two sets of aunts/uncles and both have
higher average IBD shared with the relative than the maximum of that of the sibling
set, we choose the aunt/uncle set with the higher average. When there is not a set
of aunts/uncles that fit this criteria, we continue the analysis using only the sibling
set.
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Figure 4.5: Reconstruction of the IBD profile between a distant relative and a grand-
parent more closely related to that relative than his/her grandchildren. Filled black
individuals indicate individuals for whom we have genotype data: here, a set of s-
many siblings and a set of their k-many aunts/uncles. The individual filled with
purple stripes indicates the parent that is a sibling of the k-many aunts/uncles
whose IBD profile with the distant relative we are able to reconstruct via the s-
many siblings. The individuals filled with blue and red stripes indicate the possible
grandparents whose IBD profiles with the distant relatives we reconstruct.
4.1.5 Estimation of More than One Parent’s or Grandpar-
ent’s IBD Profile
In sufficiently large datasets or those with family-based recruitment, DRUID will
often infer several sets of closely related samples. In such cases, distant relatedness
may exist between two sets of these close relatives and not merely to a single distant
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relative d. In this case, inferring the amount of IBD shared between two ungenotyped
ancestors from the two pedigrees enables inference at greater resolution than the
potential alternative of using a single member of one of the pedigrees. Given two
pedigrees with sets K1, K2 of aunts/uncles and S1, S2 of siblings, (with the sets of
aunts/uncles allowed to be empty) we estimate the IBD sharing between the two
ungenotyped ancestors a1 and a2 as
ÎBDa1,a2 =
Length
(⋃
x∈R1,y∈R2 Ix,y
)
Anc(|K1|, |S1|)× Anc(|K2|, |S2|)× L. (4.4)
Here, Ri = Ki ∪ Si for i ∈ {1, 2}, and the expected proportion of the ancestor’s
genome transmitted to the corresponding set of close relatives is given by
Anc(k, s) =
 Gr(k, s) if k > 0Par(s) if k = 0 .
4.1.6 Determining Relatedness across All Sample Pairs
To perform relatedness inference between all sample pairs, DRUID must determine
which other members of any close relative sets to use for the inference and when to
utilize standard pairwise relatedness measures. After its first stage of inferring the
close relative sets, DRUID next infers a pairwise-only degree of relatedness for every
two samples (above and Table 1.1). When this value is less than or equal to two
for a given pair, DRUID reports that degree; additionally, if neither sample is in the
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graph (i.e., neither is in a close relative set), DRUID reports the pairwise relatedness
estimate. Otherwise, the method determines whether a parent or grandparent of a
set of close relatives is in the graph, and if so, whether that ancestor has the same
or higher genome proportion shared IBD with the other sample, successively moving
up to older generations until arriving at two samples whose relatedness DRUID is to
estimate.
Let i1, i2 be the two samples with relatedness to be inferred where at least one is a
member of a set of close relatives. If neither i1 nor i2 have any siblings, half-siblings,
or aunts/uncles, DRUID reports the pairwise degree of relatedness between these
samples and deduces from this the relatedness degrees between them and all the de-
scendants in the pedigrees to which they each belong. Let Sx denote the set contain-
ing x and his/her full-siblings (if any exist) for x ∈ {i1, i2}. If i1 (likewise for i2) has
any half-siblings or aunts/uncles, DRUID checks whether they are likely related to
i2 through the same lineage as i1, with half-siblings considered so if at least one half-
sibling j has pairwise relatedness to k ∈ Si2 such that ÎBDj,k ≥ mina∈Si1,b∈Si2 ÎBDa,b.
That is, we include half-siblings if at least one half-sibling has a pairwise IBD sharing
proportion as large as the minimum relatedness between all pairwise IBD quantities
between a full-sibling of i1 and a full-sibling of i2 (including i1, i2). For aunts/uncles
of i1 (likewise for i2), we include them in the inference when they fit the crite-
ria described in Section 4.1.5 or Section 4.1.4. Based on the identified collection
of informative siblings and aunts/uncles, DRUID performs inference using one of
Equations 4.1–4.4).
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4.2 Accuracy of DRUID
To assess our method, we used SNP array genotypes from Mexican American indi-
viduals contained in large pedigrees from the San Antonio Mexican American Fam-
ily Studies (SAMAFS)57–59. We describe this dataset in the Section 2.1, “Perfor-
mance Comparison of Current Methods”. Our analysis in Sections 2.1 and 3.1 show
that there may be some misreports and/or unreported relationships in the SAMAFS
dataset, and we therefore rely on the results of our method based on Refined IBD30:
we merge the results of three runs of Refined IBD using different random seed val-
ues and for each pair of individuals, determine which regions of the genome they
share IBD1 or IBD2, calculate the proportion of the genome shared IBD1 or IBD2
by dividing by the genetic length of the genome, and from this, calculate estimated
kinship coefficients and inferred degrees of relatedness. When a reported sibling pair
was not estimated to have a degree of relatedness of one by our Refined IBD method,
we discarded that sibling pair. In our analysis of DRUID’s performance, we compare
its results to that of the Refined IBD method.
To ensure we trust the reported aunts/uncles of these verified sibling sets, for each
reported aunt/uncle, we test whether all siblings are inferred to be second degree
relatives of that aunt/uncle by Refined IBD. If so, we accept this individual as
an aunt/uncle. As second degree inference has a slightly lower accuracy than first
degree inference for Refined IBD, for each aunt/uncle verified in this manner, we
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check whether he/she has any verified siblings but which were not inferred to be
second degree relatives of initial sibling set: if so, we add these individuals as an
aunt/uncle of the initial sibling set.
For reported half-siblings of a set of full-siblings, we ensure that the inferred rela-
tionship between the each of the reported half-siblings and each individual in the
initial set of siblings is second degree according to the Refined IBD method. Similar
to the aunt/uncle verification process, if a verified set of siblings are reported to be
half-siblings to another verified set of siblings, we require all siblings in one set be
inferred as second degree relatives of at least one sibling in the other set. When this
occurs, we keep all verified siblings in each sibling set and label the pairwise rela-
tionships between the two sibling sets as half-sibling, otherwise we keep both sibling
sets but do not label any pair as half-sibling.
4.2.1 Accuracy Using Sibling Sets
To enable direct comparisons of inferences using different numbers of full-siblings,
we restrict our analysis to sibling sets with five or more individuals, yielding a total
of 45 sets of siblings. We ignore any reported non-full-sibling relationships in this
analysis.
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For each set of siblings, we find all relatives such that all siblings are reported by
pedigree to be third, fourth, or fifth degree relatives to those individuals. Thus,
we ensure that the relative is not a descendant of a single sibling. We then perform
inference on each included set of full-siblings (where s ≥ 5) and these distant relatives
by first randomly sampling two of the siblings and inferring their relatedness using
DRUID. We next randomly sample another sibling which was not yet sampled, add
him/her to the set of two siblings, and again infer relatedness between them and all
relevant relatives. We continue this until we have sampled and tested five siblings
together. Thus, for each sibling set, the siblings included in smaller numbers of
siblings are subsets of those for larger numbers of siblings. We do this to make the
inferences for the different sibling set sizes more directly comparable. If the full-
sibling set is of size ten or larger, we repeated this process on the siblings that were
not yet sampled.
We find an overall trend of increasing accuracy as the number of siblings s increases
for third, fourth, and fifth degree relationships as shown in Figure 4.6. As degree
of relatedness increases, so does DRUID’s gain in accuracy in comparison to the
Refined IBD method, with the largest gain in accuracy, 15%, found in the case of
fifth degree inference when s = 5. Even when we have only a single pair of siblings,
we see a considerable increase in accuracy: 2.4% for third degree, 7.7% for fourth
degree, and 9.5% for fifth degree.
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Figure 4.6: Results from the sibling-only analysis. s indicates the number of siblings
included. n indicates the total number of pairs of individuals for which we obtain
results: in the case of s = 2, n = 1528 for third degree, meaning 764 sets of a pair of
siblings and a third degree relative were compared. Blue bars indicate the Refined
IBD-based method’s results, red bars indicates DRUID’s results. Error bars denote
95% confidence intervals which were generated by bootstrapping 1000 samples.
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4.2.2 Accuracy Using Siblings and Their Aunts/Uncles
For each set of siblings, we find all verified aunts/uncles. We find all relatives to
which all aunts/uncles are reported by pedigree to be equally related and who are
third, fourth, or fifth degree relatives of these aunts/uncles. We further check that
each sibling in the sibling set is reported to be one degree further in relatedness than
the aunt/uncle set to these relatives. We only consider individuals who are reported
to be third and fourth degree relatives of the aunt/uncle set, as parties reported to
be third degree relatives of the initial sibling set will be second degree relatives of the
aunt/uncle set, and DRUID immediately reports such relationships. Given a set of
siblings and aunts/uncles of sizes s ≥ 5 and k ≥ 2, respectively, we randomly sample
two siblings and infer their relatedness between only these two siblings all relevant
relatives, again using the same process as in the sibling-only analysis to test two,
then three, four, and five siblings at a time. We then randomly select one aunt/uncle
and repeat the same testing scheme in the sibling-only analysis but including this
aunt/uncle. Finally, we randomly select a second aunt/uncle and repeat the same
testing scheme in the sibling-only analysis but including both sampled aunts/uncles.
We further include the case of s = 1 by randomly selecting a sibling from the various
s = 2 cases and carrying out inference between this sibling and one or two of his/her
aunts/uncles. Thus, for each sibling set and their aunts/uncles, the siblings included
in smaller numbers of siblings are subsets of those for larger numbers of siblings
and the aunts/uncles included in the smaller numbers of aunts/uncles are subsets of
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those for larger numbers of aunts/uncles. Again, we do this to make the inferences
for the different sibling set sizes and different aunt/uncles set sizes more directly
comparable. If we have a sibling set of size 10 or larger with an aunt/uncle set of
size four or larger, we repeat this entire process, sampling from individuals that have
not yet been sampled.
Figure 4.7 shows our results with accuracy calculated using only inferences between
the individuals in youngest generation (the s siblings) and the distant relatives,
suggesting the considerable effect on accuracy when aunts and uncles related to the
distant relative through the same lineage are included. When even one avuncular pair
is known, we see a 11.6% increase in accuracy for fourth degree and a 15.8% increase
in accuracy for fifth degree. When avuncular pairs are included, we are essentially
estimating the s sibling’s grandparent’s IBD profile with the given relative via the k
aunts/uncles and the ungenotyped parent of the s siblings. For example, in the case
of s = 2 and k = 1 for fifth degree relationships, we see an accuracy of 74.4% which is
within the 95% confidence interval surrounding the 80.6% accuracy of fourth degree
relatedness for s = 2 and k = 0.
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Figure 4.7: Results from the avuncular analysis. Degrees of relatedness are between
the sibling set in the youngest generation and the distant relative. s indicates the
number of siblings included, k indicates the number of aunts/uncles of those siblings
included. n indicates the total number of pairs of individuals for which we obtain
results that involve an individual from the base generation (the sibling set): in the
case of s = 2, n = 258 for fourth degree, meaning 159 sets of a pair of siblings and
a fourth degree relative were compared. As it is not possible to combine any IBD
information in the s = 1, k = 0 case, we report the accuracy of the Refined IBD
method as this is what DRUID falls back on in such case. Error bars denote 95%
confidence intervals which were generated by bootstrapping 1000 samples.
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4.2.3 Accuracy Using Half-Sibling Sets
DRUID uses both full-siblings and half-siblings in its inference. In principle, half-
siblings provide the same amount of information about distant relatives of their
parents as an equal number of full-siblings do. To test DRUID’s ability to leverage
half-siblings, for a sibling set of size five or larger, we find relatives to which all
siblings in a sibling set are reported to be equally related and that are reported to
be third, fourth, or fifth degree relatives of the siblings. If there are any verified
half-sibling sets of this initial sibling set and these half-sibling sets are of at least size
two, we determine to which distant relatives they are each also reported to be equally
related as the initial sibling set. For each of these relatives, we find all relevant half-
sibling sets. We take the largest set of siblings (between the initial sibling set and the
half-sibling set(s)) and let that sibling set be what we refer to as the main sibling set.
We randomly sample three siblings from the main sibling set and two half-siblings
(full-siblings of one another) from the half-sibling set. We initially carry out analysis
between all three siblings and distant relatives relevant to the half-sibling set using
the Refined IBD method and DRUID. We randomly replace one of the three siblings
with a randomly selected half-sibling from the two sampled half-siblings, and carry
out analysis between the two full-siblings and their half-sibling. We randomly replace
a second of the three siblings using the remaining sampled half-sibling and carry out
analysis between the remaining individual in the main sibling set and two of his/her
half-siblings. We then start again with the original three siblings, but remove the
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sibling that was never randomly selected for replacement, carrying out analysis with
the remaining two siblings. The first half-sibling previously randomly selected to
replace a sibling then once again replaces the full-sibling he/she previously replaced,
and analysis is carried out with one individual from the main sibling set and one
individual from the half-sibling set. If we have a main sibling set of size five or larger
and either a half-sibling set of size four or larger or two half-sibling sets of size two
or larger, we randomly select two siblings that were not previously sampled from
the main sibling set and another two half-siblings not previously sampled from the
half-sibling set if possible, switching to the next half-sibling set and sampling from
there if not possible.
Our results as shown in Figure 4.8 suggest that the inclusion of half-siblings is ef-
fective: when a more distant relative is related to a set of siblings and half-siblings
through the same lineage, the accuracy using half-siblings appears to be the same as
using full-siblings (with statistical fluctuations due to randomization and low sample
size). Our results are also consistent with those from the sibling-only analysis: when
half-siblings who are also related to the relative are included in the parent’s recon-
struction, we have the same trend of the accuracy increasing as the total number of
siblings (and half-siblings) increases.
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Figure 4.8: Results from the half-sibling analysis. s indicates the number of siblings
included, h indicates the number of half-siblings included. n indicates the total
number of pairs of individuals for which we obtain results: in the s = 2 case, n = 166
for third degree, meaning 83 sets of a pair of siblings (or half-siblings for the n=1
and h=1 case) and a third degree relative were compared. Error bars denote 95%
confidence intervals which were generated by bootstrapping 1000 samples.
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4.3 Comparison to PADRE
PADRE81 is a method for inferring relatedness between two inferred pedigree struc-
tures. Specifically, PADRE makes use of pedigrees reconstructed by PRIMUS82
which is a pedigree reconstruction method that takes genome-wide IBD proportions
inferred using PLINK and computes likelihoods of relationship types to generate
possible pedigrees of first, second, and third degree relatives. PADRE combines the
output from PRIMUS with that of ERSA60, an IBD segment-based method that
uses IBD segments inferred by other programs such as GERMLINE53 and, similar
to PRIMUS, uses likelihoods to infer relatedness, but reportedly accurately infers re-
latedness up to 9th degree46. PADRE attempts to use ERSA-generated relationship
likelihoods to identify the highest composite likelihood connection between family
networks reconstructed by PRIMUS.
We find all sibling sets in SAMAFS that were verified (as described in Section 4.2).
For each family with at least one sibling set, if more than two sibling sets are available,
we analyze each pair of sibling sets that is reported to be third, fourth, or fifth
degree relatives of one another, and infer relatedness between all individuals in the
two sibling sets. If not, or after having done this, we then for each sibling set
find all third, fourth, and fifth degree relatives that do not have siblings available,
and infer relatedness between the sibling set and their relative. To test PADRE,
we feed PRIMUS the results of PLINK as described in Section 2.1, but limited to
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of PADRE (blue) and DRUID (red) using sets of verified
siblings (Section 4.2) and their reported third, fourth, and fifth degree relatives.
When a relative of a sibling set has siblings available, we use the method described
in Section 4.1.5 to reconstruct the IBD profile of two ancestors; otherwise, we use
the method described in Section 4.1.3 to reconstruct the IBD profile of only one
ancestor. Barplots at the (inferred degree x, reported degree x) positions of the plot
represent the true positive rates of the methods.
the individuals in the pair of sibling sets or in the set of siblings and their single
relative, and run it with the default parameters. We input these PRIMUS results
and the ERSA 2.0 results as described in Section 2.1 to PADRE and use the default
parameters.
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DRUID outperforms PADRE at third, fourth, and fifth degree inferences by 1.4%,
33.7%, and 5.5%, respectively (Figure 4.9). We find that although ERSA has a
high accuracy rate30, PRIMUS’s third degree relative inferences tend to be biased
upward, possibly due to inflated PLINK kinship coefficient estimates (Section 2.1).
Since PADRE’s results are highly dependent on that of PRIMUS, PADRE similarly
is biased upward.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS
Relatedness inference is a key component of several forms of analyses, such as associ-
ation studies, linkage analysis, and population genetics, where incorrectly accounting
for relatedness or ignoring relatedness between samples can result in spurious and
biased signals11–13,18–20. It also plays a role in forensic studies where it can allow for
the identification of victims of disaster, relatives of missing persons, or criminals14–16.
Further, relatedness inference has caught the attention of the general public as it is
a fundamental tool to aid in the discovery of one’s ancestry and genealogy. Com-
panies such as 23andMe and AncestryDNA advertise their ability to connect their
customers to others to whom they are likely related, marking a new era in the effort
to reconstruct individuals’ genealogical relationships.
Since before 192238, geneticists have pushed to understand and characterize relat-
edness between individuals. Identity by descent, or IBD, is a means to finding and
understanding that relatedness. By estimating the percent of the genome that in-
dividuals likely inherited from the same common ancestor, it is possible to infer
their degree of relatedness. When estimates of the proportion of genome shared
IBD2 are available, one may infer the kinship coefficient of two individuals, as well
as differentiate between first-degree relative types or determine whether any recent
consanguinity occurred34,35. IBD sharing can be estimated via allele frequency-based
similarity measures or haplotype-based similarity measures, with numerous methods
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of both types available.
The age of big data is enabling the field of genetics to perform genetic studies with
unprecedented accuracy. Though we are now capable of making amazing discoveries
previously unreachable thanks to the collection of massive datasets, the sizes of exist-
ing datasets and ongoing studies requires more meticulous scrutiny of relationships
of the samples to each other. In this thesis, we have shown that misreported or unre-
ported close relatives within genotypic datasets can occur even in long-term studies
that included extensive quality control measures. These errors can cause biased and
spurious signals in various types of analyses, and therefore we stress the necessity of
both verifying reported relationships and checking for unreported relationships.
We tested 11 state-of-the-art methods for inferring relatedness between individuals
(Table 2.2). These methods were either allele frequency-based or IBD segment-based,
and they output estimated kinship coefficients1,48–50,52, degree of relatedness46, or
IBD segments53–56. We applied these methods to 2,485 Mexican American indi-
viduals in the SAMAFS dataset genotyped at 521,184 SNPs within pedigrees that
span up to six generations with genotype data from as many as five generations
of individuals. Given this large sample, including 13 pedigrees with >50 individuals
(Figure 2.1), we extracted thousands of first through fifth degree relationships as well
as millions of unrelated relationships (Table 2.1) via an in-house script and analyze
all these pairs using the 11 methods.
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We find that overall, all methods perform well when inferring first and second degree
relatives, with the accuracy ranging from 98.4% to 99.5% for first degree relatives, and
from 93% to 98.6% for second degree relatives (Figure 2.2). However, for more distant
relatedness, their accuracy falls precipitously when classifying third to fifth degree
relatives. This is unsurprising given the increased coefficient of variation as well as
greater skewness in the proportion of genome shared as the meiotic distance between
two relatives increases. Despite these challenges, the inferred relationship was within
one degree of the reported relationship at a rate of 83%− 99% for all programs and
relationship degrees (Figure 2.2). IBD segment-based methods—particularly, ERSA
2.0, IBDseq, and Refined IBD—outperform allele frequency-based methods, even
when accounting for the increased phasing accuracy in the SAMAFS dataset due
to the large number of closely-related individuals (Figure 2.4). We believe that the
improved accuracy of IBD-based methods may be due to their focus on identifying
long stretches of identical segments that more readily discriminate recent shared re-
latedness from chance sharing of alleles. We further find that all methods classify an
average of 97.9% of pairs of unrelated individuals correctly, averaged across all pro-
grams (99.7% when PLINK is excluded), with few instances of fifth or greater degree
of relatedness inferred for these pairs. These results suggest that, when methods do
detect relatedness—even as far distant as fifth degree—the individuals are likely to
be truly related.
We applied the three top-performing methods from our relatedness analysis (ERSA
2.0, Refined IBD, and IBDseq) to three datasets—SAMAFS, HapMap3, and Qatari
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data collected by Weill Cornell in Qatar—in attempt to find unreported relation-
ships. In SAMAFS, we checked for unreported relationships that all three methods
unanimously agreed on, finding eight first degree, 20 second degree, 402 third degree,
374 fourth degree, and 1,632 fifth degree pairs that were unreported. Further, we
find cases of likely unreported three-quarter-siblings, or individuals who share one
parent in common and whose unshared parents have a mean coefficient of related-
ness of 50%—consistent with these parents being full-siblings. In our analysis of the
HapMap3 individuals, we find the three methods unanimously agree on several previ-
ously unreported fifth degree relationships, especially in the MKK population which
is consistent with previous findings29 and suggests that there many be considerable
background relatedness in the sample due to certain cultural practices of marriage
and reproduction. Similar to the MKK population, our analysis of the Qatari data
reveals a high number of unreported relationships in the Q1 subpopulation of Qatar,
consistent with previous findings of high levels of consanguinity in that subpopu-
lation2,76,78. We therefore believe one should be careful in the analysis of datasets
consisting of populations with high levels of consanguinity such as the Qatari dataset
as the background relatedness between members of the population is likely higher
than that of non-consanguineous populations. Overall, our discovery of unreported
relationships ranging from first degree to fifth degree in all three datasets emphasizes
the need to check for unreported relationships in all datasets.
Finally, we have developed the novel method DRUID which combines signals from
multiple closely related samples to improve inference accuracy of relatedness between
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distant relative sets. For two distantly-related individuals, i and j, for whom we wish
to infer a degree of relatedness, DRUID first finds sets of relatives closely related to
each of those individuals (relationships we can infer with high accuracy according to
our results in Section 2.1) and combines information across all these close relatives to
reconstruct the IBD profile between ancestors of i and j — ancestors who are more
closely related to one another than i and j. This essentially reduces our problem of
inferring a true degree of relatedness d to a problem of inferring a degree of relatedness
d − k for some k > 0, greatly improving accuracy. Together with this relatedness
inference method, we devised a new approach for inferring aunts/uncles of a set of two
or more siblings. This method leverages the fact that there are non-trivial amounts
of IBD2 between the ungenotyped parent of the sibling set and the aunt/uncle of the
sibling set which we are able to infer based on IBD sharing between siblings and the
aunt/uncle. When using this approach to infer aunts and uncles of a set of siblings,
we apply DRUID to reconstruct the IBD profile of the grandparents of the siblings
(parents of the aunts/uncles). We find that DRUID outperforms both Refined IBD
and PADRE, two state-of-the-art methods for inferring relatedness: when just two
siblings are available for analysis, DRUID’s accuracy for third, fourth, and fifth
degree relationship inferences surpasses that of Refined IBD by 2.4%, 8%, and 7.4%,
respectively; when five siblings and two of their aunts/uncles are available, DRUID’s
accuracy for fourth and fifth degree relationship inferences (degree with respect to the
sibling set) surpasses that of Refined IBD by 17.9% and 23.1%, respectively. In the
comparison to PADRE, we find that DRUID outperforms PADRE at third, fourth,
and fifth degree relationship inferences by 1.4%, 33.7%, and 5.5%, respectively.
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As datasets grow, the proportion of samples that have at least one relative in a
dataset is expected to grow quadratically. With the increasing number of close
relatives, DRUID’s potential to improve inference accuracy will grow as well, as it
leverages these numerous samples to more fully characterize the complete relatedness
structure of the individuals under study. Thus, DRUID is poised to become an
essential method in the current era of big data and personalized medicine. When
sample sizes eventually reach millions of individuals, DRUID and extensions of it will
allow the inference of hundreds of small to moderately sized pedigrees. This potential
offers a glimpse toward a time when relatedness inference may encompass all samples
in one very large pedigree structure that captures the historical relationships of all
individuals to each other.
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